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Abstract 

It may be most common, when thinking of unconventional, rule-breaking cinema to think of the 

avant-garde, the obtuse: Godard, and his ‘anti-plot’ narratives, Derek Jarman, Antonioni, Lav Diaz’s 

sprawling four-hour Norte, The End of History (2013). But perhaps the most impactful schisms from 

film convention come at the level of the screenplay, in otherwise conventionally structured narratives, 

shocking or wrong-footing an unsuspecting audience. 

Conventions of narrative structure create familiarity and meaning; severing or eschewing those 

conventions at specific moments shunts the viewer into an unfamiliar realm of alternative meaning. 

Dancyger and Rush term the typical, conventional three-act narrative film model ‘restorative three 

act structure’, because it restores parity to a disordered world. When the restorative model is 

subverted, a lack of order, or a different kind of order, emerges.   

This paper will examine a sample of films in the crime genre which divert from the restorative three-

act model in five key ways: through the untimely death of the protagonist (No Country for Old Men 

[2007], The Place Beyond The Pines [2012], To Live And Die in LA [1985]); through the construction of 

one- and two-act narratives (Mean Streets [1973], A Short Film About Killing [1988]); through a passive 

protagonist (Sonatine [1993], Badlands [1973]); through de-emphasis of the active goal (Down By Law 

[1986], Goodbye South Goodbye [1996]); and by remodelling the first act (Bob le Flambeur [1956], 

Police, Adjective [2009]).  In doing so, alternative meanings available to the screenwriter through 

alternative narrative structures will be brought to light. 
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